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ABSTRACT

XAMAGOTCHI: IT LIVES IN THE PRINTER

We explored a new type of user interface, interactive cover
sheets: computer forms laid out on the banner pages of print
jobs that people can mark on, scan back into a multifunction printer/scanner, and use as input to applications. Cover
sheets are commonly strewn around printer rooms; with
interactivity, they can let people see what others have to
say, add their own comments, or play games, all while
waiting for their print jobs. We designed three prototype
applications and deployed them briefly in our research lab.
We found that interactive cover sheets can be very appealing, that the sheets must be designed so that people can still
identify these pages as cover sheets, and that the slow interaction cycle favors asynchronous applications.

Inspired by Bandai’s Tamagotchi™ virtual reality pet, we
designed a “virtual printer pet” that appears on cover sheets
(also called banner pages) as shown in Figure 1. People
feed and take care of the pet by checking boxes on the
cover sheet and then scanning it.
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INTRODUCTION

Printing is universal in today’s offices. In common “print
rooms,” people talk to colleagues or sort print jobs while
waiting for their own jobs to complete. Sometimes, however, the experience is reduced to waiting for the machine.
Our premise is that we can improve this experience by
giving people information to browse, interact with, or socialize over while they wait. We do not, however, want to
interfere with the social activities that already surround
printers, or to add to printer room equipment clutter. Thus
we feel that desktop computers would be inappropriate for
these activities.
Instead, our approach is to use a paper user interface: paper
forms that people can mark on and scan into a digital
printer/copier, which takes action based on the marks (c.f.
[2]). Paper UIs leverage digital multi-function copiers/printers/scanners that are increasingly common. Paper
can be handed around in support of informal communication, and can be carried away. To explore these ideas, we
built and briefly deployed a series of three prototypes.

LEAVE BLANK THE LAST 2.5 cm (1”) OF THE LEFT
COLUMN ON THE FIRST PAGE FOR THE
COPYRIGHT NOTICE.

For one day, we simulated Xamagotchi by placing virtual
printer pet pages into the cover sheet paper tray of our
research lab’s central printer/copier. People were surprised
and amused, and very positive. Several people found it
visually pleasing, and liked how cover pages could be used
for something other than identifying the owner of the print
job. Several people put them up on their walls, where they
remained several months later. But people did not necessarily like the idea of taking care of a virtual printer pet.
MADLIBS

Our next experiment was a form fill-in party game called
MadLibs [3]. People enter nouns, verbs, adjectives, and,
using a template, the computer produces an amusing story
(see Figure 2). We used Xerox’s Document Application
Environment (DAE), a toolkit for paper applications, to
build a working prototype. The application takes freeform
ink input and generates a story with ink intermingled with
typeset text.
We placed copies of MadLibs forms next to our workgroup
printer/copier. People found MadLibs simple, amusing, and
social. On the other hand, MadLibs did not work well as a
printer room application because it took too long to output
the story. There is a general problem of contention between
printing and cover sheet interaction: the printer/copier can
scan the sheet while printing, but cannot output the results
until the print job completes. Thus we decided to explore an
application requiring only asynchronous interaction.
COVER NOTES

Our third experiment was a lightweight group communication application running on the cover sheets of print jobs,
called Cover Notes. Because cover sheets are public, Cover
Notes are analogous to a bulletin board. Unlike a bulletin
board, Cover Notes let people take material away with
them.
The Cover Notes layout includes four boxes on the right
margin of each cover sheet (see Figure 3). Handwritten
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What is
Xamagotchi?

“it lives in the printer”

Xamagotchi is a
virtual reality pet which
was first discovered in a
Xerox multifunction device
in Japan in April 1, 1998.
Xamagotchi hatch from tiny eggs
and live in the Xerox machine
and show themselves on banner pages. With proper care
and feeding, it will grow
into lovely virtual pets
in a wide variety of
shapes and colors
(model 5690 only)
with different
personalities.

FEED: Print until toner and fuser-oil icon
appear on banner page. Select either Meal or
Snack by circling on page, then scan the page
to feed Xamagotchi . Also add more toner
and fuser-oil. Be careful not to overfeed
Xamagotchi ; if you do it will leave mess on
document pages.

Happy  No Jams 
Hungry  Wants toner
 Feed me
 Discipline me
 Hate me

 Play with me
 Clean me
 Jam me

 Hold me
 Love me
 Toner cocktail

PLAY: Print a document until the bat and ball icon appear on the banner page, then press the collate button to begin the
game. The object is to guess which way Xamagotchi will jam. To choose area A, press 2, to choose area B, press 1. If you
choose the correct area, Xamagotchi will be happy. There are 5 chances in each game to match Xamagotchi; the more you
match the happier Xamagotchi will be. To stop the game press the C button. After playing, check the happiness meter to
see if it went up or down. Check toner frequently during play.
MEDICINE: If a “ skull” image appears on
the banner page, Xamagotchi is sick and
needs medicine. Copy the banner page until
the medicine icon is highlighted, then press
C. Sometimes 2 or 3 injections are needed
before Xamagotchi is well. Call Field
Service if problem persists.

DUCK: Just like real pets, Xamagotchi goes to the
bathroom. If droppings appear on the banner page, it
must be clean up right away or Xamagotchi will get
sick. Cross out the poop icons on the banner page then
scan to flush. Xamagotchi will be very happy after the
mess is cleaned up.

ATTENTION: When this icon appears on banner
pages, Xamagotchi needs something. Check the
health Meter to determine what Xamagotchi needs.
If Xamagotchi doesn’t need anything, it must be
disciplined or the Attention icon will stay on banner
pages.

HEALTH METER: Check Xamagotchi’s health, by printing a test
job in duplex mode until the health meter appears on the banner
page, then copy thrice to check Xamagotchi’ s age/weight
discipline, hunger, and happiness. After you have checked all the
copies to see if Xamagotchi needs anything, press C to return to
the main mode. You should also check this health if Xamagotchi’ s
paper jams on you and the “ attention” icon is highlighted.

DISCIPLINE: Xamagotchi needs discipline if it:
1) jams even though it is full and happy
2) won’t eat when it is hungry
3) won’t play games when it is not very happy. If you neglect to
discipline Xamagotchi when needed, it might grow up into an
unattractive, bad mannered Sharp copier.

Figure 1: Xamagotchi Printer Pet

Figure 2: MadLibs

notes, drawn randomly from a pool of existing notes, are
printed in the bottom three boxes; the top box is empty.
People can add a new note to the pool by drawing in the
empty box and then scanning in the cover sheet. The next
time a print job arrives, the new note might be randomly
selected and appear on the cover sheet. We also designed a
way to remove old items: when entering notes, people can
check a box to specify whether the note should persist for a
week or a day. We implemented this application using the
architecture shown in Figure 4.
We deployed the Cover Notes application for one week on
our printer/copier. Because of prototype limitations, people
had to install a special “proxy” printer at their desktop, and
could not print double-sided or collated. Nevertheless, a
substantial proportion of printouts during this period included Cover Notes. Between the jobs which had not yet
been picked up, and the cover sheets that people discarded
by leaving near the printer (rather than in the recycle bin), a
variety of Cover Notes were usually visible. Thus we believe Cover Notes succeeded in publicizing the information
it contained. On the other hand, people did not always recognize that Cover Notes were also cover sheets, a problem
that did not arise with Xamagotchi. There were no complaints about waiting: the asynchronous strategy seemed
effective.
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Our experiments show that interactive cover sheets can
make printing more fun and interesting. To avoid the delays
in receiving output from paper applications, interactive
cover sheet applications should be asynchronous as much as
possible: people should receive interesting cover sheets
without any interaction, and should be able to respond to
them without being expected to wait for output. To avoid
confusion, interactive cover sheets must remain identifiable
as such, for example, by being decorations on the existing
cover sheets (as in Xamagotchi).
Our challenge is to base these applications on sustainable
sources of entertainment and to make them more informative. To meet both challenges, we propose extending Cover
Notes to form an office newspaper that combines handwritten notes, announcements from email, and news and
entertainment from the Web (Web-based cover sheets were
explored in [1]). By sharing this information across printers, this newspaper could help to bring together workgroups
that are distributed across floors or buildings.
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